Retractable screens for standard-sized
doors up to 2.44m wide

LEGACY ™

INSECT PROTECTION

SOLAR SHADING

VENTILATION

BLACKOUT BLINDS

Retractable screens for
DOORS

WINDOWS

LARGE OPENINGS

MADE IN BRITAIN

Top left: The perfect
combination of solar shading
and fresh air ventilation.
Top right: Provides insect
protection without obscuring
your view.
Bottom left: Available
with soft close system and
latching handle.
Bottom right: Available in
a variety of colours to suit
your décor.

Let fresh air into your home without insects
Enjoy uninterrupted views and natural ventilation in your home combined with
protection from insects and the harsh glare of the sun. Legacy screens fit to your
existing door frames to create a near-invisible barrier that lets fresh air in, blocks up
to 55% of UV rays and keeps insects out. You just pull the retractable mesh across
when the door is open.
The screens can be colour matched to blend in perfectly with your door frame so you’ll
barely notice they’re there. And, for your complete peace of mind, all screens are fitted
by Phantom-trained design and fitting experts.

We also offer a range
of wood grain finishes.

➧

Max width 1.22m

➧

Over twenty years of screening expertise.
Manufactured in the UK.
Surveyed and fitted by Phantom-trained experts.
Mechanical components covered by Phantom
Lifetime Warranty.
Latching handles and soft close system available
as an option.

MESH

Double Door
Max height 3.0m*

Single Door
Max height 3.0m*

Alongside our
standard white
and brown frames,
Legacy screens can
be finished in any
RAL colour to match
existing décor.

Phantom Screens recommend our stiffened 18/14
mesh for doors. Please talk to our local design and
fitting expert to discuss mesh for specific uses.

➧

COLOURS & SIZES

FEATURES

Max width 2.44m

Insect
Blocks up to
55% UV rays
Available in charcoal

*For doors over 2130mm high, max individual screen width is 914mm.
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